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TEXT:

//((SCHEDULED NEWSCAST))

1. ANNOUNCER-INTRODUCED VIDEO REPORT ON PRESIDENT BUSH'S ANNOUNCEMENT ON THE LIFTING OF U.S. SANCTIONS AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA. (7 MIN)

2. ANNOUNCER-READ REPORT ON A STATEMENT ISSUED BY PRESIDENT DE KLERK WELCOMING THE LIFTING OF U.S. SANCTIONS AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA. (2 MIN)

3. ANNOUNCER-INTRODUCED VIDEO REPORT ON SOUTH AFRICAN FOREIGN MINISTER PIK BOTHA WELCOMING THE LIFTING OF U.S. SANCTIONS AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA. (3 MIN)

4. ANNOUNCER-READ REPORT ON LOCAL REACTION TO THE LIFTING OF U.S. SANCTIONS AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA. (7 MIN)

5. ANNOUNCER-INTRODUCED VIDEO REPORT ON POSITIVE REACTION NOTED ON THE JOHANNESBURG STOCK EXCHANGE IN ANTICIPATION OF THE LIFTING OF U.S. SANCTIONS AGAINST SOUTH AFRICA, INCLUDING BUSINESS REACTION DISCUSSED BY SABC ECONOMICS REPORTER. (4 MIN)

6. ANNOUNCER-INTRODUCED VIDEO REPORT ON REACTION IN THE U.S. TO THE LIFTING OF SANCTIONS BY SABC CORRESPONDENT ANDRE LE ROUX IN WASHINGTON. (4 MIN)

7. ANNOUNCER-INTRODUCED VIDEO REPORT ON THE BRITISH FOREIGN SECRETARY DOUGLAS HURD CALLING FOR INVESTMENT IN SOUTH AFRICA. (2 MIN)

8. ANNOUNCER-INTRODUCED VIDEO REPORT ON SOUTH AFRICA'S READMISSION TO THE INTERNATIONAL CRICKET COUNCIL, INCLUDING A REPORT ON LOCAL REACTION. (2 MIN)

9. ANNOUNCER-INTRODUCED VIDEO REPORT ON FURTHER ANNOUNCEMENTS EXPECTED ON SOUTH AFRICA'S READMISSION TO INTERNATIONAL BODIES OF OTHER SPORTING CODES. (12 MIN)

10. ANNOUNCER-READ REPORT ON REACTION FROM THE CONSERVATIVE PARTY ON SOUTH AFRICA'S READMISSION TO THE INTERNATIONAL OLYMPIC COMMITTEE. (UND?) T THE IVORY PARK SQUATTER CAMP. (UND?)

11. ANNOUNCER-INTRODUCED VIDEO REPORT ON REACTION TO THE UNCLAS SIGHTING IN JOHANNESBURG YESTERDAY. (2 MIN)
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13. BUSINESS NEWS. (2 MIN)
14. SPORTS. (3 MIN)
15. WEATHER. (3 MIN)
16. NEWS HEADLINES. (UNCLASSIFIED)
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